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(excerpt) Article 1: Getting to know PAL — TRUST, the key ingredient for inclusion
“The primary goal allowed the communities to begin to talk with each other, rather than at each
other, fostering honest communications that would eventually lead to trust. The most
important finding in this exercise was that trust is the key element for inclusion.”

(excerpt) Article 2: Getting to know PAL — the Law, Career Opportunities, and TRUST
“As depicted in both EU Law and the European Convention on Human Rights, the Roma
community is protected as an ethnic minority. Under both legal systems, the burden of proof,
once a prima facie case of discrimination is established, lies with the respondent.
Specifically, within the context of education and its case law, the Court has condemned national
segregational practices which consisted of segregation through misdiagnosis due to unsuitable
entrance examinations, segregation within the school through creating Roma-only classes, and
voluntary segregation through white flight. (…)
While case law has been able to address these incidents within the area of education, there is
no relevant case law regarding employment. This is a result of the fact there is an unwillingness
on the victims of discrimination to report alleged infringements and lack of confidence in the
legal system set out by the Racial Equality Directive and its respective effectiveness.
Adding to this is the fact that there is a systematic risk of unimplemented or ineffectively
implemented rulings. The underlying social tensions are a pertinent problem, as coping with
ingrained prejudices and reservations, with traditional legal instruments being stretched to their
limits. All of this culminates in a uniformly recognized lack of trust on both sides.
To address these challenges, the SRDA offered a programme for training and awareness. All the
major components of the SRDA training were made part of the practical framework of workthroughs that reinforce the concepts of acceptance and trust, recognizing and appreciating
one’s strengths and weaknesses as well as cultural sensitivity in fostering better communication
and trust. (…)
The goal of the training programme is to take the next step to our final objective of a climate of
acceptance and trust where by equality and the rights of persons that are enshrined in the
Treaty, the Charter and International Human Rights conventions are promoted and
protected.”
by Dr Arthur Pober, Vice-President SRDA

